Injury of the Precommissural Fornix in a Patient with Subarachnoid Hemorrhage: A Case Report.
We investigated injury of the pre- or postcommissural fornix in a patient with subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) using diffusion tensor imaging. A 48-year-old male patient was diagnosed as SAH due to rupture of the right middle cerebral artery bifurcation aneurysm. After 9 weeks from onset, he was transferred to the rehabilitation department and he showed memory impairment. The whole fornix was reconstructed using single-tract fornix model based on a fiber assignment by continuous tracking, and separated fornices (pre- and postcommissural fornices) were reconstructed using 2-tract fornix model based on a probabilistic tractography method. The fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity, and fiber volume were measured in the patient and 6 normal control subjects. The integrities of both reconstructed whole fornices that were reconstructed using probabilistic tractography method were preserved. By contrast, in the results of 2-tract fornix model, the precommissural fornices showed discontinuations in both fornical cruses. In addition, the FA and fiber volume of both precommissural fornices in the patient were decreased by more than 2 standard deviations of those of normal control subjects. Separate evaluations of the pre- and postcommissural fornices using 2-tract fornix model would be useful for diagnosis in patients with memory impairment following SAH.